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About This Game

!!Important!!
If you experience any bugs and decide that you absolutely have to write a bad review, please rather use that time to contact me
and let me know about the bugs so they can be fixed. I am dedicated to bringing the best experience possible and this does a lot

more to help making the game better.

Please Note: This game requires a Virtual Reality headset to play

Could you survive on an abandoned island until you get rescued? Could you hunt food and find water to buy yourself more time
before the rescue can find you? Could you protect yourself against animals that live on the island?

In this virtual reality game you take on the role of the pilot of a crashed cargo plane. A rescue mission is under way but until you
are found you are all on your own. You have 10 days before you die of thirst or hunger.

A game specifically designed for VR game play. You can:
-Take a boat on a fishing trip

-Climb trees and harvest the fruits
-Cut down trees to collect wood to build shelter, craft tools and start fire

-Mine rocks and scavenge resources to craft items
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-Hunt fish and land animals
-Build shelters and houses
-Eat and drink to survive

-Explore a large island full of surprises
and more.
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Title: Survival Simulator VR
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Lucid Pixel
Publisher:
Lucid Pixel
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-7500 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Great survival game, outside of perhaps The Forest (which is a completely different kind of game) this is the best survival game
if you are looking for something similar to maybe Ark or Rust in terms of aesthetics and gameplay.

Could use some optimization regarding performance but that would be my only gripe, everything else is great though I'm still
early on in the game so will update with my full experience later.

Note: IF you've ever purchased and refunded this game, or pirated it, or for any reason had this game on your hard drive
somewhere and decide to buy it again, delete all of those files first. Initially I had an issue where the menu would just endlessly
load and the dev and I figured out it was because of old game files.

8\/10. Great concept, lovely ideas. (Love the sparks from rocks while making fire)
I had a few issues with the game, as soon as the developer learned about them, he started working on fixing them and giving us
options. imo that just says how much potentially big this game could get. keep up the nice work
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